
English-Zone.Com       Pronunciation Worksheet 
ODD ONE OUT - [s] sue  [ß] shoe  [z] zoo [Ω] vision 

NAME:___________________ 
DATE:______________

 
One word in each group does NOT have the same sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. shoe  fashion nation pleasure  mission 

1. decided  pleased decision scissors raced 

2. beige  pleasure razor bonjour massage 

3. buzzer  jazz dizzy crazy azure 

4. place  plays pace space price 

5. unusual  casual pleasure result usual 

6. museum  visit result razor division 

7. national  explosion expansion sure revolution 

8. measure  pleasure azure pleasing measurement 

9. special  nicely ocean musician social 

10.  chic  Chicago niece Michigan ocean 

11. scene  super possible exercise pressure 

12. exercise  frozen thousand vision hazard 

13.  house  south scissors soul smile 

14.  television  vision envision visitor provisional 

15.  condition  species specialist nation convention 
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English-Zone.Com       Pronunciation Worksheet 
ODD ONE OUT - [s] sue  [ß] shoe  [z] zoo [Ω] vision 

-ANSWER KEY-

 
One word in each group does NOT have the same sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. shoe C fashion nation pleasure  mission 

1. decided A pleased decision scissors raced 

2. beige B pleasure razor bonjour massage 

3. buzzer D jazz dizzy crazy azure 

4. place A plays pace space price 

5. unusual C casual pleasure result usual 

6. museum D visit result razor division 

7. national A explosion expansion sure revolution 

8. measure C pleasure azure pleasing measurement 

9. special A nicely ocean musician social 

10.   chic B Chicago niece Michigan ocean 

11.  scene D super possible exercise pressure 

12.  exercise C frozen thousand vision hazard 

13.  house B south scissors soul smile 

14.  television C vision envision visitor provisional 

15.  condition A species specialist nation convention 
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